Effects of decreased cytosine content on rho interaction with the rho-dependent terminator trp t' in Escherichia coli.
We have introduced multiple cytosine-to-uracil mutations in the rho-dependent transcription terminator trp t' and have characterized a subset of the resulting mutant derivatives in vitro for termination efficiency, affinity for rho, and stimulation of rho-ATPase activity. No specific cytosine residue appears to be required for termination, and at least 13 of the 28 cytosine residues in the 104 nucleotide trp t' region can be mutated with little effect on termination efficiency. One derivative with 11 mutations is significantly less efficient than other derivatives with a similar number of mutations, implying that the pattern of alterations, as well as the number, can affect termination efficiency. Derivatives with 20 and 28 cytosines mutated are non-functional in termination, consistent with the idea that cytosines are required for rho-dependent termination. Our results are inconsistent, however, with the hypothesis that the termination efficiency is directly related to the cytosine/guanine ratio in the nascent transcript. The results support the idea that neither RNA binding affinity nor ATPase activation per se are accurate predictors of rho-dependent termination efficiency.